CURRICULUM VITAE

Emily Rosen-Rawlings (née Moorhead)
Factual & Documentary
Child Genius

2 x 60’ Observational Documentary

Wall To Wall/Ch. 4

Offline. Series following the lives of some of the UK's most gifted children as they grow up, which focuses on how they develop, and
the unique problems they face being such talented prodigies.

16 Kids And Counting

1 x 60’ Observational Documentary

Lion TV/Ch. 4

Offline. Documentary following The Radfords, Britain's biggest family living under one roof. Mum Sue is awaiting the arrival of her
16th baby, and eldest daughter Sophie, 18, is expecting her first child a month earlier.

Jodie Marsh On… The Game

1 x 60’ Documentary

Knickerbockerglory/DMAX

Offline. Jodie Marsh explores the world of prostitution in the UK, Amsterdam and Germany.

Gay To Straight:
Stacey Dooley In The USA

1 (of 3) x 60’ Documentary

BBC/BBC3

FCP Offline. Stacey meets young gay American men who are struggling to come to terms with their sexuality. Diagnosed by
therapists as having SSA (Same Sex Attraction) issues, she follows as the young gay men attend a controversial gay conversion camp
in the hope of changing their sexual orientation.

Show Me Your Money

1 x 60’ Documentary

Watershed TV/Ch. 4

Offline. Discussing salaries is one of the biggest taboos in the workplace. Everyone is curious about how much their workmates earn
but would never dare to ask. Inspired by a real pay experiment from the 1950s, in this remarkable TV experiment one of Britain's top
bosses encourages a more honest and open working environment.

Superstars & Superfans

1 x 60’ Observational Documentary

Knickerbockerglory/DMAX

Offline. An observational documentary following the UK’s most dedicated and obsessed celebrity fans and also the lives of the
celebs these superfans are obsessed by – giving us a chance to see some of our nation’s most infamous personalities in a completely
different light.

My Transsexual Summer

1 x 60’ Observational Documentary

Twenty Twenty/Ch. 4

Offline. Series exploring the lives of the transgender community in an up close and personal fashion.

Divine Intervention

1 x 60’ Documentary

Knickerbockerglory/Ch. 4

Offline. A revolutionary religious affairs programme with a simple aim- to take an un-judgmental, celebratory and informative look
at different faiths operating in the UK today.

Tamara Ecclestone: Billion $ Girl

60’ Observational Documentary Series

Two Four/Five

Offline. Series following Tamara Ecclestone as she embarks on the busiest six months of her life. From the highs and inevitable lows
of her new business ventures to the glitz and glamour of the holidays, parties, charity balls and Formula 1 – this is her world, seen in
all its exclusive glory for the very first time.

1 x 60’ Observational Documentary

Best Of British

Two Four/Ch. 4

Offline. Series following the extraordinary journeys of the sportsmen and women who are battling to become the stars of the London
2012 Paralympic Games.

2 x 60’ Comedy Documentary

A Different Breed

Pulse Films/Sky One

Offline. From the makers of Pineapple Dance Studios comes a brand new genre of television; a documentary/comedy hybrid which
tackles the wonderful world of man’s best friend, from the dogs themselves to the humans who are mad for mutts.

Louie Spence’s Showbusiness

6 x 60’ Observational Documentary

Pulse Films/Sky One HD

Offline. Following his introduction on Sky1 HD’s Pineapple Dance Studios, Louie Spence has become a star in his own right. This
series follows him on his mission to put on a huge West End review show. He has hired a production office and a theatre rehearsal
space from which he will cast the best performance extravaganza London has ever seen.

Who Knows Best: Can’t Sleep Kids

1 x 60’ Factual Entertainment

Love Productions/Ch. 4

Offline; fine cutting & restructuring. New parents often expect sleepless nights when their baby arrives. But when sleepless nights
last for years, it can shatter family life. Two sleep experts, advocating diametrically opposed approaches, offer to help families who
cannot get their children to sleep through the night.

Pineapple Studios:
Survival of The Fittest

60’ Observational Documentary Series

Pulse Films/Sky One

Offline. Series that follows the lives of teachers, pupils and staff at the studios as they attend auditions, rehearsals and performances
in a unique setting where dreams are made, parts are won and lost and fabulous is a heartfelt emotion.
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Merton Does Europe

5 x 60’ Observational Documentary

Tiger Aspect/BBC2

Offline. Paul Merton visits some out-of-the-way places in Europe for his new six-part series, including Ireland, where his mother was
born, Germany, where he bathes in a bath full of beer, meets a Frenchman who careers down Alpine roads on wheels attached to his
body, and encounters a Spaniard who throws himself off mountains.

The Real Swiss Family Robinson

1 x 60’ Observational Documentary

Ricochet/BBC2

Offline; additional editing. The Real Swiss Family Robinson follows a family as they leave their stresses and struggles in credit
crunch Britain behind, and immerse themselves in a back to basics life building their own shelters, finding food, and re-evaluating
their lives. Will the simple life without the trappings of modern living offer a better way?

My Life As A Child

3 x 30’ Observational Documentary

BBC2/BBC Factual

Offline. Groundbreaking series in which eighteen children between the ages of 7 and 11 have been given cameras to record the ups
and downs of their own lives, giving insight into birth, death, religion and divorce from their unique perspective.

Peter Andre: The Next Chapter

2 x 60’ Observational Documentary

CAN TV/ITV2

Offline. Documentary series following Peter as he embarks on his new journey, capturing the highs and lows he experiences along
the way.

Legends: Humphrey Lyttleton

1 x 60’ Documentary

BBC/BBC4

FCP Offline. A profile of the late jazz musician, band leader and broadcaster Humphrey Lyttelton's 60-year career featuring some
unseen home movie footage, archive films of his finest performances, and interviews with regular guest panellists Graeme Garden,
Tim Brooke-Taylor, Barry Cryer, Jeremy Hardy, Rob Brydon and Sandi Toksvig, as well as Humph's son Stephen.

A Cook’s Tour of Spain

2 x 48’ Cookery Ob. Documentary

Silver River/Ch. 4

Offline- recipe inserts and re-cuts. Tommi Miers and Guy Grieve are venturing off the beaten track again. This time they are heading
to rural Spain on their rustic food pilgrimage.

Drugs: The Lowdown on Getting High

1 x 50’ Documentary

Tiger Aspect/Ch. 4

Offline. BACA 2007 Nominee. This 50-minute film takes an honest look at the ups and downs of using cannabis, ecstasy, speed or
cocaine – from the first-fix euphoria to the debilitating downs. Interwoven between the testimonies of five ex-drug addicts are
interviews with drug workers, counsellors and a psychiatrist. The film aims to tell the 14-16 age group what they need to know about
the drugs that they are most likely to encounter.

Rehab

2 x 60’ Observational Documentary

Endemol UK PLC/Living TV

Offline. Each episode follows a celebrity as they search for the determining factors that drove them towards their dependencies. In a
world far away from showbiz parties, the stars will finally be able to face their demons to understand the pressures that have brought
them to breaking point.

Dawn & Rocco- A Place in Spain:
Costa Chaos

10 x 30’ Observational Documentary

Tiger Aspect/Ch. 4

Offline. Series following a refreshingly counter-typical and dysfunctional couple as they try to cut the cords of everyday life in
London and start afresh in the sunny climates of Spain.

Luna

1 x 120’ Feature Film

Baker Street Productions

FCP Offline. Written and directed by Dave McKean; top selling artist, film maker, musician and computer animator.

The Passions of Girls Aloud

1 x 60’ Observational Documentary

Monkey Kingdom/ITV2

Offline. Cheryl Cole attempts street dancing in Compton. Re-cut parts 2, 3 & 4.

Katie & Peter: The Next Chapter
Down Under

3 x 60’ Observational Documentary

CAN Associates/ITV2

Offline. Katie and Peter are back on our screens and invite us to join them on a fun fuelled family holiday in Australia. For Katie and
Peter, the trip has extra significance because it’s exactly 4 years ago since they first got together during their experience on I’m A
Celebrity... Get Me Out Of Here.

Chaos at The Chateau

4 x 30’ Observational Documentary

Tiger Aspect/Ch. 4

Second series, following the comedic adventures of a couple running a converted chateau in Slovakia.

The Truth About Food

1 x 60’ Factual Entertainment

BBC2/BBC Factual

Offline. Celebrities and members of the public help to reveal the real science behind food.

Single Mums On A Mission

7 x 30’ Observational Documentary

Love Prods/Discovery

Offline. Prime Time series following 2 single mothers setting up a help group for other single mums with various problems and
anxieties.

Chancers

1 x 60’ & 7 x 30’ Observational Docs

At It Productions/Ch. 4

Offline & Online of all contestant ‘Showpieces’ as well as the online and audio mix of the ‘Chancers International Teaser’. In
addition to this, responsibility for all technical changes to Online masters.

Bride & Grooming (Pilot)

1 x 30’ Observational Documentary

At It Productions/Five

Offline, Online and Grade to this 30’ formatted observational documentary pilot.

Makeover Mamas (Pilot)

1 x 30’ Observational Documentary

Offline & Online Editor of this 30min home makeover pilot. Presenter-led formatted observational documentary.
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Reality & Entertainment
Interns

1 x 60’ Factual Entertainment

Boundless/Ch. 4

Offline. Hilary Devey fronts this series which offers talented, ambitious and deserving candidates a leg up the ladder in their chosen
career.

Jewish Mum Of The Year

60’ Factual Entertainment Series

Princess/Ch. 4

Offline; fine cutting & restructuring. Women from all walks of Jewish life go head to head in the mother of all competitions.

Twin Towns

1 x 60’ Factual Entertainment

Knickerbockerglory/Sky Atlantic

Offline. Two very different families who live in ‘twin towns’ partake in a complete cultural swap for one week.

Show Me The Funny

VT Inserts- Comedy Entertainment

Big Talk/ITV1

Offline. Ten brave stand-up comics face the judges and the public to become the UK's favourite new face of comedy.

Shipwrecked: Battle of the Islands 2009

1 x 60’ Reality Entertainment

RDF Media/Ch. 4

Offline. Two islands in the South Pacific are home to this year's Shipwrecked castaways. And for 2009 there's a dramatic twist:
instead of going to one tribe, the £70,000 prize money will go to just one Shipwrecker!

Men In White

60’ Science Entertainment

Tiger Aspect/Ch.4

Offline. Three maverick scientists take to the road aiming to solve the pleas for help from real people who have everyday problems.

Open House

3 x 30’ Lifestyle Entertainment

Ricochet/BBC1

Offline. A brand new property show which turns traditional house selling on its head.

Don’t Get Done Get Dom

60’ Factual Entertainment

Flame TV/BBC1

Offline. Dominic Littlewood battles bureaucracy and retailers in this consumer affairs series

60 Minute Makeover

60’ Makeover Show

LWT/ITV

Offline. Top designers transform people’s homes in just 60 minutes.

Sun Sea & Bargain Spotting

15 x 60’ Factual Entertainment

ReefTV/BBC2

Offline. Angela Rippon presents the second series of this popular daytime show, in which holiday shopping takes on new meaning,
as two teams compete against each other buying antiques and collectables abroad to sell back home.

Laureus Sports Awards

Award Ceremony

Done & Dusted/NBC/Ch. 4

Offline of the ‘Nominations’ and ‘Lifetime Achievement’ packages. Prestigious sports awards ceremony hosted by Morgan Freeman,
for worldwide broadcast.

When Tony Met June

VT Inserts- Factual Entertainment

At It Productions/Ch. 4

Offline editor of VT inserts for a high profile studio discussion show with the Prime Minister

Put Your Money..

15 x 30’ Makeover Shows

Reef/BBC1/UKTV

Offline and Online. Editor of extremely fast-turnaround property makeover series, transforming bedrooms, bathrooms, hallways and
kitchens, producing immediate financial returns on minimal investments.

Richard & Judy

VT Inserts- Magazine Series

Cactus/Ch. 4

VT Inserts- Music Entertainment

At It Productions/Ch. 4

Offline & Online

T4 Daily

Offline & Online of daily and weekend T4 insert reels, ‘T4cast’ & the construction of seasonal generic graphic elements.

T4 Weekends

Music Performances

At It Productions/Ch. 4

Music editing of 12 performances during 2004 including Badly Drawn Boy, Joss Stone, & Avril Levigne This involved the Offline,
Online, Grade and Audio Mix of the live multi cam music performances.

Popworld

1 x 50’ Music Show

At It Productions/Ch. 4

Offline & Online of 2 x “Best of Popworld 2004” compilation shows, in addition to weekly online studio performance and VT
editing. One of the programmes was TX’ed.

Instant Guides

10 x 30’ Music Show

At It Productions/Flaunt

Offline and Online editor of 10 fast-cut, music-driven introductory VT’s. Series celebrating the rise of 10 major pop artists

Perfect Getaway

25 x 30’ Holiday Travel Series

At It Productions/Ch. 4

Offline of 25 x 2’ contestant VT Inserts. Online reformatting of 25 international textless M&E versions for sale abroad.

QUALIFICATIONS
Avid 324 Symphony Finishing Course, Adobe Advanced Photoshop for Print, Introduction to Adobe After Effects.
EQUIPMENT
Avid Offline and Online, Symphony, Adrenaline, FCP Offline, 2D Animation, Compositing and DV Xpress Pro

For bookings and further information please contact Anthony, Holly or Natasha on 020 8746 2060

